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イントロダクション

•  銀河中心にある超巨大ブラックホール（SMBH）の形成メカニズムはまだ
よくわかっていない。 
•  銀河同士が衝突・合体する時，中心ブラックホールも連星を組んだ後に合体・成長を
繰り返す。        ‐‐ ( e.g. Haehnelt & Kauffmann 2000  )  

•  SMBH ２連星の連星距離に応じた，軌道収縮（角運動量を抜く）プロセス 

• 周囲の星との
相互作用に
よって，SMBH 
２連星から角運
動量を抜く。

~ １pc

• 星ではダメ。
• … どうやって角
運動量を抜く？

１pc 

~ ０.０１pc
• SMBH 連星から
の重力波放出
により，角運動
量を抜く。

０.０１ pc ~

？

 いかにして，重力波放出が効く phase まで連星軌道を収縮させるか？ 
 １pc ~０.０１pc の範囲ではどのように角運動量を抜くか？ 



論文の目的

• 【目的】 
銀河中心核付近おいて SMBH ２連星を取り囲むガス降着円盤が存在するよう
な状況設定をした時の，SMBH 連星の進化の様子を知りたい。 

•  【この論文】 
•  ガスによる角運動量輸送による SMBH ２連星の軌道収縮を考える。 
•  いかにして，SMBH 連星を重力波放出 phase まで軌道収縮させるか？ 
• SMBH 連星の合体までのタイムスケールは？ 

銀河中心核近傍にガスが存在すれば，SMBH 
連星からガスへの角運動量輸送によって効
果的に SMBH 連星を軌道収縮させることがで
きる。（e.g. Begelman, Blandford, & Rees １９８
０）



モデルの初期条件 

•  非等質量の SMBHB を考える。 

•   連星の軌道長半径の初期値：　a = 0.1 [pc] 

•   ２つの軌道進化過程を考える 
•  粘性円盤と secondary の潮汐相互作用によって生じた disk gap 由来の重力
トルクによる，連星の進化過程 

•  重力波放出による，連星の進化過程 

•   secondary BH の軌道収縮について 

•   “planet‐like ” regime ( Gould & Rix 2000 ) 

•  連星軌道は円軌道を想定する。 
•  “primary” は重い方の BH ，”secondary”は軽い方の BH 。    

1 背景知識
1.1 Maggorian 関係
ブラックホール質量と銀河のバルジ質量には相関があることがわかっている。

MBH/Mbulge ≈ 0.001 (1.1)

108 M!, 106 M! (1.2)

M1 = 5 × 108 M!, M2 = 107 M! (1.3)

2 Basic equations for viscous disk evolution

disk が viscous timescale で十分ゆっくり進化するような場合を考える。その時，

tvis ≡
∣∣∣∣

r

vr

∣∣∣∣ $ tdyn ≡ r

vφ
=

1
ΩK

(2.1)

となる。また，thyd を hydrostatic timescale とし，tth を thermal timescale とすれば，

tvis $ thyd ≡ H

Cs
and tvis $ tth (2.2)

である。
以上のタイムスケールの評価においては，disk が hydrostatic equilibrium であるような場合を考えている。
disk の体積質量密度 ρ を disk と垂直方向，すなわち z 軸方向に積分して，surface density Σ を次式

Σ ≡
∫ ∞

−∞
dz ρ (2.3)

として定義する。
この時，Continuity equation は

r
∂Σ
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である。この式は，降着率 Ṁ ≡ −2π r vr Σ を用いれば，
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と書ける。
さらに，disk における角運動量輸送の式は
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disk と BH の位置関係
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•  planet‐like：原始惑星円盤内における木星質量惑星の進化の様子。 
（Gould & Rix 2000） 

•  disk は secondary から受けた潮汐作用により，非軸対称な密度分布を生じる。
（aght winding 近似） 

•  secondary に働く重力トルクによる角運動量輸送が生じ，連星は軌道収縮する。
（密度波理論） 

•  この過程において，各 SMBH への質量降着はほとんど無視する。  

図は， 
T. Takeuchi, M. 
Miyama, & D.N.C.Lin 
1996　より引用。
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数値計算のモデル 
•   円盤の表面質量密度 Σ の時間変化　(e.g.  Lin & Papaloizou 1986 ) 

•  右辺の第１項 : 降着円盤の標準モデルでの，粘性による進化の寄与。 

•  右辺の第２項 : secondary BH からの重力トルクによる進化の寄与。 

•   secondary BH の軌道収縮率 
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Fig. 1.—Interaction between a low-mass secondary black hole and the outer
accretion disk, simulated at high resolution in two dimensions. The tightly
wound spiral waves that mediate angular momentum exchange between the
secondary and the disk are clearly seen. This run was for a mass ratio q p

, disk thickness , and a constant kinematic viscosity n appro-0.01 (h/r) ! 0.07
priate to a disk with at the radius of the satellite. In general, similar!2a ≈ 10
waves would also propagate through an inner accretion disk, which was not
included in this calculation.

we findq K 1

2/5 !4/5128 h GM1!2/5 2/5a p a q . (3)crit ( ) ( ) ( )25 r c

This transition radius between disk-driven migration and grav-
itational wave inspiral scales with the gravitational radius of
the primary black hole and decreases for more extreme mass
ratios. For fiducial parameters of , , and!2 !2(h/r) ≈ 10 a p 10

, we obtain , or around!2 2 2q p 10 a ∼ 10 GM /c 3.5#crit 1

for a primary black hole mass of .!3 810 pc 5# 10 M,

Once gravitational radiation becomes significant, the
dependence of equation (2) ensures that disk torques!3ȧ ∝ aGW

rapidly become negligible. The merger timescale from isacrit

3/5 !16/51 128 h GM1!8/5 3/5t p a q , (4)merge ( ) ( ) ( )22c 5 r c

which is around for the parameters above. During this510 yr
final stage of orbital decay, gravitational torques will still ex-
tract angular momentum from the disk interior to the orbit,
maintaining a gap and forcing the inner disk to accrete more
rapidly. Simulations show that gap opening occurs on an orbital
timescale, so there is no dynamical reason why this driven
inflow should not continue until the inspiral velocity reaches
a significant fraction of the Keplerian velocity. Adopting the
criteria that , a gap could remain until!2ȧ ! 10 v a !GW K

. In practice, the thin-disk approxima-2/5 217q (GM /c ) K a1 crit

tion will instead break down when the accretion rate through
the inner disk exceeds the Eddington limit.
For mass ratios of , is substantially outside the!2q ≥ 10 acrit

marginally stable orbit. However, we note that for smaller q,

disk-driven migration may always be more important than grav-
itational radiation. This means that if a geometrically thin ac-
cretion disk is present, low-frequency gravitational waves
would not be detectable from extreme mass ratio binaries, ex-
cept during the final dynamical stage of the merger. Geomet-
rically thick accretion flows, however, are expected to be much
less efficient at driving migration (Narayan 2000).

3. NUMERICAL MERGER MODEL

We model the migration of the secondary black hole in the
planet-like regime (Gould & Rix 2000) using an approximate,
one-dimensional treatment. We assume that the orbit remains
circular and solve for the coupled evolution of the disk surface
density and secondary semimajor axis a. The governingS(r, t)
equation for the surface density evolution is (Lin & Papaloizou
1986; Trilling et al. 1998)

3/2"S 1 " " 2LSr
1/2 1/2p 3r (nSr )! . (5)[ ]1/2"t r "r "r (GM )1

The first term on the right-hand side describes the usual dif-
fusive evolution of an accretion disk. The second term describes
how the disk responds to the torque from the secondary, which
is approximated as a fixed function of radius . We adoptL(r, a)

2 4fq GM r1! r ! a( )2r Dp

L p (6)
2 4fq GM a1{ r 1 a( )2r Dp

where f is a dimensionless normalization factor and is givenD p

by . The rate of migration of the sec-D p max (h, Fr! aF)p

ondary is

rout1/2da a 4p
˙p ! rLS dr" a , (7)" GW( ) ( )dt GM M1 2 rin

where the integral is taken over the entire disk.
To fix f and to help visualize the interaction, we have run

high-resolution (4002 mesh points) simulations of the secondary-
disk interaction using the ZEUS hydrodynamics code (Stone &
Norman 1992). Figure 1 shows the results from a locally iso-
thermal [ only] calculation, which was evolved forc p c (r)s s

400 orbits of the secondary until a near steady state was obtained.
For both this run, with , and for simulations of cooler(h/r) ! 0.07
disks with , the edge of the gap lies close(h/r) p 0.035, 0.02
to the 2 : 1 orbital resonance. A low level of accretion onto
the secondary from the outer disk is observed. In our one-
dimensional disk code described below, gaps of approximately
the correct width are obtained using .!2f p 10
We complete the model by adopting a viscosity n p

, where the prefactor is chosen20 3/2 2 !11.5# 10 (r/0.1 pc) cm s
to match the viscosity of a disk with and!2a p 10 (h/r) p

at 0.1 pc. The scaling with radius is model dependent and0.01
poorly known. We adopt a power law with an index of 3/2
primarily for numerical convenience.

3.1. Results for Prompt Mergers

Figure 2 shows the evolution of a black hole binary with
masses and , calculated by8 7M p 5# 10 M M p 10 M1 , 2 ,

numerically integrating equation (5), using an explicit method

・連続方程式と角運動量輸送方程式
から導出した。
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 f は規格化定数
（次元なし）

重力トルク 
由来の項

重力波放出
由来の項
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3.1. Results for Prompt Mergers

Figure 2 shows the evolution of a black hole binary with
masses and , calculated by8 7M p 5# 10 M M p 10 M1 , 2 ,

numerically integrating equation (5), using an explicit method

※　 Λ は，粘性円盤に生じた gap 由来の重力トルクによる，
単位質量あたりの角運動量輸送率である。



準備：規格化定数 f を決める。

•  ZEUS 流体力学コードによる 2 次元計算 
  ( Stone & Norman 1992 ) 
•  locally isothermal で計算 :  

•  音速が半径だけ依存する場合のみ 
•  high‐resoluaon : 400 x 400 

• 円盤：薄い。きつく巻いた渦状腕。 
•   f = 0.01 
•  粘性率:  

•  質量比 q = 0.01 
•  h / r = 0.01 at 0.1 pc 
•  secondary がいる場所で， 

     alpha = 0.01 
•  数値計算の便宜上，まずは power law 
with an index of 3 / 2 を採用する。 

€ 

ν =1.5 ×1020(r /0.1[pc])3 / 2 [cm2s−1]
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Fig. 1.—Interaction between a low-mass secondary black hole and the outer
accretion disk, simulated at high resolution in two dimensions. The tightly
wound spiral waves that mediate angular momentum exchange between the
secondary and the disk are clearly seen. This run was for a mass ratio q p

, disk thickness , and a constant kinematic viscosity n appro-0.01 (h/r) ! 0.07
priate to a disk with at the radius of the satellite. In general, similar!2a ≈ 10
waves would also propagate through an inner accretion disk, which was not
included in this calculation.
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This transition radius between disk-driven migration and grav-
itational wave inspiral scales with the gravitational radius of
the primary black hole and decreases for more extreme mass
ratios. For fiducial parameters of , , and!2 !2(h/r) ≈ 10 a p 10

, we obtain , or around!2 2 2q p 10 a ∼ 10 GM /c 3.5#crit 1

for a primary black hole mass of .!3 810 pc 5# 10 M,

Once gravitational radiation becomes significant, the
dependence of equation (2) ensures that disk torques!3ȧ ∝ aGW

rapidly become negligible. The merger timescale from isacrit

3/5 !16/51 128 h GM1!8/5 3/5t p a q , (4)merge ( ) ( ) ( )22c 5 r c

which is around for the parameters above. During this510 yr
final stage of orbital decay, gravitational torques will still ex-
tract angular momentum from the disk interior to the orbit,
maintaining a gap and forcing the inner disk to accrete more
rapidly. Simulations show that gap opening occurs on an orbital
timescale, so there is no dynamical reason why this driven
inflow should not continue until the inspiral velocity reaches
a significant fraction of the Keplerian velocity. Adopting the
criteria that , a gap could remain until!2ȧ ! 10 v a !GW K

. In practice, the thin-disk approxima-2/5 217q (GM /c ) K a1 crit

tion will instead break down when the accretion rate through
the inner disk exceeds the Eddington limit.
For mass ratios of , is substantially outside the!2q ≥ 10 acrit

marginally stable orbit. However, we note that for smaller q,

disk-driven migration may always be more important than grav-
itational radiation. This means that if a geometrically thin ac-
cretion disk is present, low-frequency gravitational waves
would not be detectable from extreme mass ratio binaries, ex-
cept during the final dynamical stage of the merger. Geomet-
rically thick accretion flows, however, are expected to be much
less efficient at driving migration (Narayan 2000).

3. NUMERICAL MERGER MODEL

We model the migration of the secondary black hole in the
planet-like regime (Gould & Rix 2000) using an approximate,
one-dimensional treatment. We assume that the orbit remains
circular and solve for the coupled evolution of the disk surface
density and secondary semimajor axis a. The governingS(r, t)
equation for the surface density evolution is (Lin & Papaloizou
1986; Trilling et al. 1998)

3/2"S 1 " " 2LSr
1/2 1/2p 3r (nSr )! . (5)[ ]1/2"t r "r "r (GM )1

The first term on the right-hand side describes the usual dif-
fusive evolution of an accretion disk. The second term describes
how the disk responds to the torque from the secondary, which
is approximated as a fixed function of radius . We adoptL(r, a)
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2 4fq GM a1{ r 1 a( )2r Dp

where f is a dimensionless normalization factor and is givenD p

by . The rate of migration of the sec-D p max (h, Fr! aF)p

ondary is
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˙p ! rLS dr" a , (7)" GW( ) ( )dt GM M1 2 rin

where the integral is taken over the entire disk.
To fix f and to help visualize the interaction, we have run

high-resolution (4002 mesh points) simulations of the secondary-
disk interaction using the ZEUS hydrodynamics code (Stone &
Norman 1992). Figure 1 shows the results from a locally iso-
thermal [ only] calculation, which was evolved forc p c (r)s s

400 orbits of the secondary until a near steady state was obtained.
For both this run, with , and for simulations of cooler(h/r) ! 0.07
disks with , the edge of the gap lies close(h/r) p 0.035, 0.02
to the 2 : 1 orbital resonance. A low level of accretion onto
the secondary from the outer disk is observed. In our one-
dimensional disk code described below, gaps of approximately
the correct width are obtained using .!2f p 10
We complete the model by adopting a viscosity n p

, where the prefactor is chosen20 3/2 2 !11.5# 10 (r/0.1 pc) cm s
to match the viscosity of a disk with and!2a p 10 (h/r) p

at 0.1 pc. The scaling with radius is model dependent and0.01
poorly known. We adopt a power law with an index of 3/2
primarily for numerical convenience.

3.1. Results for Prompt Mergers

Figure 2 shows the evolution of a black hole binary with
masses and , calculated by8 7M p 5# 10 M M p 10 M1 , 2 ,

numerically integrating equation (5), using an explicit method

図：secondary BH と outer 降着円盤の 
　　潮汐相互作用の様子



シミュレーションの初期条件

•  次式を積分した。 

•  disk  で考える範囲は，marginally stable circular orbit “ r_ms ” から 
 ３pc まで。：r_ms = 1.4 * 10^‐4 pc 
•  800 mesh points to resolve 
•  inner edge では，disk はゼロトルクであるという境界条件を課した。 
•  １pc 以内では一定な降着率になるように，disk の表面質量密度の初期値を与
える。 
•  連星距離の初期値 : 0.1 pc 
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Fig. 1.—Interaction between a low-mass secondary black hole and the outer
accretion disk, simulated at high resolution in two dimensions. The tightly
wound spiral waves that mediate angular momentum exchange between the
secondary and the disk are clearly seen. This run was for a mass ratio q p

, disk thickness , and a constant kinematic viscosity n appro-0.01 (h/r) ! 0.07
priate to a disk with at the radius of the satellite. In general, similar!2a ≈ 10
waves would also propagate through an inner accretion disk, which was not
included in this calculation.
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This transition radius between disk-driven migration and grav-
itational wave inspiral scales with the gravitational radius of
the primary black hole and decreases for more extreme mass
ratios. For fiducial parameters of , , and!2 !2(h/r) ≈ 10 a p 10

, we obtain , or around!2 2 2q p 10 a ∼ 10 GM /c 3.5#crit 1

for a primary black hole mass of .!3 810 pc 5# 10 M,

Once gravitational radiation becomes significant, the
dependence of equation (2) ensures that disk torques!3ȧ ∝ aGW

rapidly become negligible. The merger timescale from isacrit

3/5 !16/51 128 h GM1!8/5 3/5t p a q , (4)merge ( ) ( ) ( )22c 5 r c

which is around for the parameters above. During this510 yr
final stage of orbital decay, gravitational torques will still ex-
tract angular momentum from the disk interior to the orbit,
maintaining a gap and forcing the inner disk to accrete more
rapidly. Simulations show that gap opening occurs on an orbital
timescale, so there is no dynamical reason why this driven
inflow should not continue until the inspiral velocity reaches
a significant fraction of the Keplerian velocity. Adopting the
criteria that , a gap could remain until!2ȧ ! 10 v a !GW K

. In practice, the thin-disk approxima-2/5 217q (GM /c ) K a1 crit

tion will instead break down when the accretion rate through
the inner disk exceeds the Eddington limit.
For mass ratios of , is substantially outside the!2q ≥ 10 acrit

marginally stable orbit. However, we note that for smaller q,

disk-driven migration may always be more important than grav-
itational radiation. This means that if a geometrically thin ac-
cretion disk is present, low-frequency gravitational waves
would not be detectable from extreme mass ratio binaries, ex-
cept during the final dynamical stage of the merger. Geomet-
rically thick accretion flows, however, are expected to be much
less efficient at driving migration (Narayan 2000).

3. NUMERICAL MERGER MODEL

We model the migration of the secondary black hole in the
planet-like regime (Gould & Rix 2000) using an approximate,
one-dimensional treatment. We assume that the orbit remains
circular and solve for the coupled evolution of the disk surface
density and secondary semimajor axis a. The governingS(r, t)
equation for the surface density evolution is (Lin & Papaloizou
1986; Trilling et al. 1998)

3/2"S 1 " " 2LSr
1/2 1/2p 3r (nSr )! . (5)[ ]1/2"t r "r "r (GM )1

The first term on the right-hand side describes the usual dif-
fusive evolution of an accretion disk. The second term describes
how the disk responds to the torque from the secondary, which
is approximated as a fixed function of radius . We adoptL(r, a)
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L p (6)
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where f is a dimensionless normalization factor and is givenD p

by . The rate of migration of the sec-D p max (h, Fr! aF)p

ondary is

rout1/2da a 4p
˙p ! rLS dr" a , (7)" GW( ) ( )dt GM M1 2 rin

where the integral is taken over the entire disk.
To fix f and to help visualize the interaction, we have run

high-resolution (4002 mesh points) simulations of the secondary-
disk interaction using the ZEUS hydrodynamics code (Stone &
Norman 1992). Figure 1 shows the results from a locally iso-
thermal [ only] calculation, which was evolved forc p c (r)s s

400 orbits of the secondary until a near steady state was obtained.
For both this run, with , and for simulations of cooler(h/r) ! 0.07
disks with , the edge of the gap lies close(h/r) p 0.035, 0.02
to the 2 : 1 orbital resonance. A low level of accretion onto
the secondary from the outer disk is observed. In our one-
dimensional disk code described below, gaps of approximately
the correct width are obtained using .!2f p 10
We complete the model by adopting a viscosity n p

, where the prefactor is chosen20 3/2 2 !11.5# 10 (r/0.1 pc) cm s
to match the viscosity of a disk with and!2a p 10 (h/r) p

at 0.1 pc. The scaling with radius is model dependent and0.01
poorly known. We adopt a power law with an index of 3/2
primarily for numerical convenience.

3.1. Results for Prompt Mergers

Figure 2 shows the evolution of a black hole binary with
masses and , calculated by8 7M p 5# 10 M M p 10 M1 , 2 ,

numerically integrating equation (5), using an explicit method
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which is around for the parameters above. During this510 yr
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tract angular momentum from the disk interior to the orbit,
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disk-driven migration may always be more important than grav-
itational radiation. This means that if a geometrically thin ac-
cretion disk is present, low-frequency gravitational waves
would not be detectable from extreme mass ratio binaries, ex-
cept during the final dynamical stage of the merger. Geomet-
rically thick accretion flows, however, are expected to be much
less efficient at driving migration (Narayan 2000).

3. NUMERICAL MERGER MODEL

We model the migration of the secondary black hole in the
planet-like regime (Gould & Rix 2000) using an approximate,
one-dimensional treatment. We assume that the orbit remains
circular and solve for the coupled evolution of the disk surface
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ondary is
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where the integral is taken over the entire disk.
To fix f and to help visualize the interaction, we have run

high-resolution (4002 mesh points) simulations of the secondary-
disk interaction using the ZEUS hydrodynamics code (Stone &
Norman 1992). Figure 1 shows the results from a locally iso-
thermal [ only] calculation, which was evolved forc p c (r)s s

400 orbits of the secondary until a near steady state was obtained.
For both this run, with , and for simulations of cooler(h/r) ! 0.07
disks with , the edge of the gap lies close(h/r) p 0.035, 0.02
to the 2 : 1 orbital resonance. A low level of accretion onto
the secondary from the outer disk is observed. In our one-
dimensional disk code described below, gaps of approximately
the correct width are obtained using .!2f p 10
We complete the model by adopting a viscosity n p

, where the prefactor is chosen20 3/2 2 !11.5# 10 (r/0.1 pc) cm s
to match the viscosity of a disk with and!2a p 10 (h/r) p

at 0.1 pc. The scaling with radius is model dependent and0.01
poorly known. We adopt a power law with an index of 3/2
primarily for numerical convenience.

3.1. Results for Prompt Mergers

Figure 2 shows the evolution of a black hole binary with
masses and , calculated by8 7M p 5# 10 M M p 10 M1 , 2 ,

numerically integrating equation (5), using an explicit method
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Fig. 2.—Migration of the secondary black hole in disks with initial accretion
rates of (solid line), (short-dashed line), and!1 !11 M yr 0.1 M yr, ,

(long-dashed line). Binaries embedded within relatively massive!2 !110 M yr,

disks are quickly driven into the gravitational-wave–dominated regime and
merge promptly.

Fig. 3.—Disk surface density during black hole migration. The black hole
migrates inward within a gap during the disk-dominated phase (top panel;
curves show S at three epochs). Once orbital decay due to gravitational ra-
diation dominates, the inner disk is swept up by the inspiralling hole and forms
a surface density spike (bottom panel). The outer disk, which is unable to
evolve on such a short timescale, maintains a fixed surface density profile.

on a nonuniform grid. We used 800 mesh points to resolve the
disk from out to 3 pc. The disk has a!4r p 1.4# 10 pcms

zero-torque boundary condition at the inner edge and an initial
surface density profile corresponding to a constant accretion
rate of 1 M, yr!1 out to 1 pc. Starting from a separation of
0.1 pc, a combination of disk-driven migration and inspiral due
to gravitational radiation leads to merger within .72# 10 yr
In Figure 3 we show the disk surface density profile during

the migration and inspiral. There are two phases. In the first,
the secondary migrates inward within a gap under the action
of disk torques, while the inner disk is partially depleted by
accretion onto the primary black hole. The accretion rate onto
the primary black hole in this first phase is somewhat reduced
compared to the value it would have in the absence of a binary.
This behavior can be easily understood—adding a binary com-
panion to the disk merely increases the amount of angular
momentum that must be transported outward before mass can
be accreted. Flux-limited samples of active galactic nuclei
(AGNs) may, therefore, select against finding close binaries.
Disk-driven migration continues until angular momentum loss
due to gravitational radiation first becomes important, at a sep-
aration of ∼10!2 pc. Thereafter, the inspiralling black hole be-
gins to sweep up the gas in the inner disk, forming a narrow
inner spike in the disk surface density that is pushed inward.
The outer disk is unable to evolve on such a rapid timescale,
so a large gap develops between the outer disk and the
secondary.
The final stages of the merger drive rapid accretion of the

inner disk. Around of gas remain in the inner disk53# 10 M,

when the secondary reaches 10!3 pc, around 200 yr prior to
merger. This implies an enormous accretion rate (formally ex-
ceeding 106 M, yr!1) immediately prior to merger and signals
the breakdown of the thin-disk approximation. Instead of being
radiated, the dissipated energy will instead go into thermal en-
ergy, puffing up the inner disk and forming a hot accretion flow
(Begelman & Meier 1982). There are large uncertainties in the

further evolution, but we speculate that the final merger is likely
to occur within a common envelope formed from the disrupted
inner disk. As in the common envelope evolution of binary stars
(Taam, Bodenheimer, & Ostriker 1978), strong outflows are ex-
tremely likely, with characteristic velocities comparable to the
orbital velocity of ∼104 km s!1. Strong outflows from galactic
nuclei may therefore act as signposts to systems in which binaries
either are currently inspiralling or have recently merged.

3.2. Quiescent Galactic Nuclei from Black Hole Binaries

The timescale on which black holes form a hard binary
following a galactic merger depends upon the stellar dynamics
of the interaction between the binary and the stellar population.
Gas could well flow into the merged nucleus on a shorter
timescale (Hernquist & Mihos 1995). As a result, even if the
merging galaxies contain substantial quantities of gas, it is not
obvious that the resulting black hole binary will find itself in
a gas-rich environment.
Figure 2 also shows how the secondary migrates in disks

that have the same viscosity as that considered previously, but
having initially lower disk masses and accretion rates. We ran
one model with an initial accretion rate of 0.1 M, yr!1 and a
disk mass of , and a second one with6 ˙6# 10 M M p,

and . Migration rates in!2 !1 510 M yr M p 6# 10 M, disk ,

these lower mass disks are substantially reduced, so it is pos-
sible that there could be a long-lived population of binaries
embedded in low-mass disks. The reduced level of accretion
onto the binary, due to the gravitational torques, could then
contribute to the surprisingly low levels of accretion inferred
in most local galactic nuclei. This suppression of accretion,
however, is only effective for cold gas. Hot gas, with low
specific angular momentum, can surmount the angular mo-
mentum barrier and replenish small disks around the binary
components (Bate & Bonnell 1997). Explaining why this ac-
cretion does not lead to large luminosities (Fabian &Rees 1995;
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1.1 Maggorian 関係
ブラックホール質量と銀河のバルジ質量には相関があることがわかっている。
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結果

•  約２千万年以内に 
SMBH ２連星は 
合体する。
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考察

◎２種類の連星軌道進化 phase がある。 

•  重力トルクによる進化 phase @ 連星距離が大きい時 
•  “planet ‐ like” migraaon  

  Goldreich & Tremaine (1980), Gould & Rix (2000) 
•  secondary がガスの粘性由来の重力トルクを受け，連星が軌道収縮する。 
•  secondary からガス円盤への角運動量輸送による連星軌道進化 

•  重力波放出による進化 phase @連星距離が小さい時   
•  SMBHB による重力波放出によって軌道収縮する。 
•  secondary の軌道の内側にあるガスが，secondary と一緒に落ちていく。 

◎降着率の値によって，軌道収縮の割合は大きく違う。 
◎降着率が小さい時：　軌道収縮率が小さく，長寿命SMBHBになる。 



まとめ

•   ガス降着円盤内における SMBH２連星の軌道進化を調べた。 
•   連星の軌道長半径の初期値：　a = ０.１ pc  

•  ２０００万年以内に合体する。 
•  ただし，M_disk = ６*１０^７ M_o, 降着率が １M_o / year の時。 

•   SMBH ２連星周りのガスを考える事で，連星距離０.１pc ~０.０１pc における SMBH ２
連星の軌道収縮のメカニズムを説明できた。 
•  1 )　粘性ガス円盤中に生じた gap 由来の重力トルクによる，軌道進化 

•  2 )　重力波放出の際に生じる角運動量輸送による軌道進化 

•   inner disk のほとんどが high‐velocity quasi‐spherical ouslow を伴って質量降着する
（この時，降着率も増大する）。 

•   SMBH ２連星がガス環境の中にあるかどうかは自明ではなく，そのような状況が実際
に存在することを今後確かめる必要がある。 


